1) Do you believe our public schools are amply funded right now, as is required by the state constitution? *

- Yes
- No
- Maybe (explain below)
(Additional comments for question 1)

The reason I answered maybe is because the state supreme court has made the determination that we have met the constitutional requirements to fully fund education. I know, however, that in many cases, when dealing with homeless students, students with specialized needs, and students of color, we aren’t providing sufficient resources for school districts. I am sure there are statistics in terms of testing performances and graduation rates that would uphold these statements.

2) Will you vote for new, progressive revenues to sustainably fund our public schools? *

- Yes
- No
- Maybe (explain below)

(Additional comments for question 2)

I am very much in favor of a state capital gains tax.

3) Will you vote for these specific revenues? *

- Capital gains tax
- Closing corporate tax loopholes
- Other:  

https://docs.google.com/forms/u/0/d/1sXOgB13QQsNiqmxe_fmbyRWCBq8Zjwqpv-4ptLMD6to/printallresponses
(Additional comments for question 3)

4) Will you vote to prevent $1.1 billion in school cuts caused by the January 1, 2019 levy cliff? *

☐ Yes

☐ No

☐ Maybe (explain below)

(Additional comments for question 4)

I would have to review what the $1.1 billion dollars will pay for/

5) Will you vote to change the 2017 education funding deal (HB 2242) and add more funding to eliminate inequities between districts as well as ensure districts have the money they actually need to give every child a great education? *

☐ Yes

☐ No

☐ Maybe (explain below)

(Additional comments for question 5)

- Yes
- No
- Maybe (explain below)

(Additional comments for question 6)

Because there are many needs, it will have to be put in the context of funding such things as mental health and financial assistance for college students.

7) An OSPI survey of school districts found state funding for special education remains more than $100 million short after the 2018 legislative session. Will you vote to fully fund special education? *

- Yes
- No
- Maybe (explain below)

(Additional comments for question 7)
8) Would you support financial incentives to reduce school segregation (racial and economic)? *

- Yes (explain below what incentives you would support)
- No
- Maybe (explain below)

(Additional comments for question 8)
I would require information on what incentives these are before I commit to them.

9) Do you support a simple majority for school bonds and school levies? *

- Yes
- No
- Maybe (explain below)

(Additional comments for question 9)
10) Do you support school vouchers or other programs that allow public funding to follow a student to a private and/or charter school? *

- Yes
- No
- Maybe (explain below)

(Additional comments for question 10)

Would need to have specifics in order to make the final decision.

11) Will you vote against giving public money to charter schools or programs housed within charter schools? *

- Yes
- No
- Maybe (explain below)

(Additional comments for question 11)

Would need to have specifics in order to make the final decision.
12) Will you vote to raise the cap on allowable charter schools? *

- Yes
- No
- Maybe (explain below)

(Additional comments for question 12)

No, not at this time, but at a later point I may support this.

Anything else you want to add about fully funding public education in Washington State?

Thank you for filling out this questionnaire! Washington's Paramount Duty will let you know when we will be publishing these responses. Questions? Please email us at info@paramountduty.org.
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